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Abstract: The poor coal loading performance of a shearer drum primarily restricts the widespread
application of the shearer and affects the mining efficiency in thin seam mining. The coal loading
performance of the shearer drum is influenced by several factors, such as geographical environment,
drum structural parameters, and motion parameters. In addition to the above factors, in the
actual production, the coal loading performance of the shearer drum is also affected significantly
by the drum position parameters and the structural parameters of the connected equipment,
e.g., the thickness of the ranging arm. The influence of the parameters on the coal loading
performance of the shearer drum was studied using a three-dimensional (3D) discrete element
method (DEM) simulation in the current study, and the trends of the influential parameters were
obtained. Therefore, the results of this study can provide technical guidance for thin seam shearer
structural design, associated equipment selection, and mining technology selection, thus improving
the mining efficiency and reducing the labor cost.

Keywords: shearer drum; coal mining; discrete element method; coal loading performance; shearer
structure; ranging arm

1. Introduction

A thin seam refers to the coal seam thickness, which is less than 1.7 m in Europe and America.
However, in China, the thickness of the thin seam is less than 1.3 m. A thin seam shearer is used for
mining thin seams in China. Additionally, a medium seam shearer or a thick seam shearer is used
for a coal seam thicker than 1.3 m. In China, due to the different definitions of the seam height, the
working height of the thin seam shearer is lower, and the drum diameter is smaller. Furthermore, the
roller blade space capacity of the seam is extremely small, and the seam shearer capacity through the
space is even smaller. Due to the influence of the above-mentioned two aspects, the loading rate of
the shearer drum is extremely low for the thin seam shearer in China, typically under 70%. The coal
is not loaded to the scraper conveyor and becomes float coal, which is left on the shearer track. The
float coal has to be manually cleaned, which increases the work load and cost. Therefore, the low coal
loading rate of the shearer drum has affected the general use of the shearer in thin seam mining and
the improvement in mining efficiency.
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Studies on the coal loading performance of the shearer drum are relatively rare, and most of them
were performed earlier. In the 1980s and 1990s, the key factors affecting the coal loading performance
of the shearer drum were discussed and studied. The effects of mining conditions, structural
parameters, and working parameters of the shearer and mining technology on the loading rate of the
shearer drum were presented in their studies using theoretical analysis, worksite statistical analysis,
and computer technology. The studies had a positive role in guiding the shearer design using a
mining wall with a height greater than 1.7 m [1–4]. Based on their experiences, American scholars
Peng and Chiang proposed “Longwall Mining” [5]. Several primary factors, which influenced
the coal loading performance of the shearer drum, were noted, and precautions were suggested.
Furthermore, Turkish mentioned that the distance of the drum to the scraper conveyor could affect
the coal loading performance of the shearer drum [6]. Additionally, it was indicated that the drum
with a conical hub had a better coal loading performance than that of a cylindrical hub [7]. The
coal loading performance of the shearer drum can be increased using a helical vane in the form of a
varying pitch and a curved generatrix [8]. An experimental modeling method was used by Liu and
Gao [9–11] to study the effects of the vane helix angle, rotation speed, and pulling speed on the coal
loading rate.

It is difficult to directly use the research results to guide the design and usage of the thin seam
shearer because most of the earlier studies focused on a medium or thick seam shearer. Although
the effects of the scraper conveyor on the coal loading performance of the shearer drum were
demonstrated in these studies, they were not described in detail [2,5,6]. Furthermore, the objective
of their studies was also a medium or thick seam shearer, thus limiting the guidance for thin seam
mining in China.

The discrete element method (DEM) is a computer simulation that has been widely used in
several fields, e.g., geotechnical engineering, geology, and machinery fields [12–19], and especially the
screw conveying field [20–23]. In the current study, we attempted to simulate the mining and loading
processes using a thin seam shearer with PFC3D (Ver.3.00) software. The primary objectives of this
study were two-fold: (1) investigate the effects of the drum position parameters and the thickness of
the ranging arm on the coal loading rate of the shearer drum using the DEM simulation; and (2) verify
the feasibility and accuracy of the drum coal loading process simulation.

2. Mathematical Model [24]

Generally, PFC3D (Itasca Consulting Group, Minneapolis, MN, USA) supports basic contact
constitutive models, e.g., the contact-stiffness model, slip model, and bonding model. The
contact-stiffness model is used to describe the relationship between the particle contact force and the
displacement; the slip model is used to conduct the relative motion of each particle; and the bonding
model is used to restrict the shear forces and the normal forces of the particles. In this study, the
constitutive models of the particles were determined using the considered drum loading process and
each model’s serviceable range [25,26].

2.1. Contact-Stiffness Model

Essentially, there are two types of contact models in PFC3D: a linear contact model and a
Hertz-Mindlin contact model. Bonding cannot be used because tensile forces cannot be applied in
the Hertz-Mindlin model. Therefore, the linear contact model has to be selected in this study; the
adhesive force between the particles needs to be considered in the constitute coal seam, and the coal
seams should have a certain shape before being mined.

The normal contact force and the shear contact force in the linear contact model can be described
in Equation (1) as follows:

#

Fn
i “ KnUnni

∆Fs
i “ ´Ks∆Us

i
(1)
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where Fn
i is the normal contact force; ∆Fs

i is the shear contact force; Kn is the normal contact stiffness;
KS is the shear contact stiffness; Un is the tangential displacement increment; ni is the unit normal
vector; ∆Us

i is the shear component of the contact displacement-increment vector; and i is the number
of particles.

The normal contact stiffness Kn can be expressed in Equation (2) as follows:

Kn “
kn
rAskn

rBs

kn
rAs
` kn

rBs
(2)

where kn
rAs and kn

rBs are the normal stiffness of the contact particles.
The shear contact stiffness Ks can be expressed in Equation (3) as follows:

Ks “
ks
rAsks

rBs

ks
rAs
` ks

rBs
(3)

where ks
rAs and ks

rBs are the normal stiffness of the contact particles.

2.2. Slip Model

The slip is enforced by verifying whether the maximum static friction force is exceeded by the
shearing force. The maximum static friction force is calculated using the minimum friction coefficient
µ, and this friction force can be expressed in Equation (4) as follows:

Fs
max “ µ|Fn

i | (4)

The slip will occur between the two contact elements, when the shear contact force Fs
i meets

ˇ

ˇFs
i

ˇ

ˇą Fs
max .

2.3. Bonding Model

Bonding models are used to determine the contact between two particles. PFC3D provides two
types of bonding models, i.e., parallel bonding and contact bonding. Parallel bonding can transmit
both force and moment while contact bonding can transmit force. Because the cutting force and the
broken coal mode were not considered in this report, contact bonding can be used in the simulation.
As indicated in Figure 1, the constitutive behavior for contact occurring at a point as well as the
fatigue failure criterion of two bonding models can be expressed in Equation (5) as follows:

#

Fc
n ě Rnpnormalq

Fc
s ě Rsptangentialq

(5)

where Rn and Rs are the normal and the tangential bonding strength of the particles, respectively.
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where n
iF  is the normal contact force; s

iFΔ  is the shear contact force; nK  is the normal contact 

stiffness; SK  is the shear contact stiffness; nU  is the tangential displacement increment; in  is the 

unit normal vector; s
iUΔ  is the shear component of the contact displacement-increment vector; and 

i is the number of particles. 
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where Rn and Rs are the normal and the tangential bonding strength of the particles, respectively. 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Constitutive behavior in the contact bonding model: (a) normal component of the contact 
force and (b) tangential component of the contact force. 
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sF

Figure 1. Constitutive behavior in the contact bonding model: (a) normal component of the contact
force and (b) tangential component of the contact force.
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3. Simulation Model Establishment

In the thin seam mining process, the thin seam shearer has to work with the associated support
and conveyor equipment. The support equipment is used to protect the thin seam shearer by
supporting the roof of the mined-out areas. The conveyor equipment is used to ensure continuous
mining by loading the fallen coal. A thin seam shearer in operation is depicted in Figure 2. In an
ideal mining condition, all of the fallen coals are conveyed onto the scrapers. However, some of the
fallen coals are thrown into the mined-out area or the bottom of the drum due to the effect of the
helical vanes. Additionally, because of the ranging arm, parts of the fallen coal loaded at the bottom
of the drum are bounced back and become float coal or circling coal, whereas the other parts that
are not bounced back are ejected. Because there is a considerable distance between the coal wall and
the middle groove of the scraper conveyor, a few of the coals are loaded in this area and become
float coal on the shearer track. Thus, it appears that the drum position parameters and the associated
equipment’s structural parameters have a significant effect on the coal loading rate.
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Figure 2. Shearer in operation.

The drum position is illustrated in Figure 3, where Dc is the drum diameter; G represents the
distance between the bottom of the drum and the ranging arm; S represents the distance from the
lowest section of the drum to the middle groove of the scraper conveyor; B is the thickness of the
ranging arm; I is distance from the drum bottom to the floor; and L is the distance between the cell
wall and the middle groove of the scraper conveyor. Because Dc is the drum’s own parameter, I can be
reduced by S, and the height of the middle groove of the scraper conveyor (L) is determined once the
scraper conveyor is selected; thus, the effects of parameters B, S and L on the conveying performance
were investigated in this study.
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In China, the thin seam shearer used for mining primarily includes a front drum for ejection and
a back drum for pushing. The drum and its simplified model are illustrated in Figure 4. Moreover,
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the back drum has poor coal loading performance because the primary coal loading area is hindered
by the ranging arm. The front drum is primarily responsible for the coal loading due to the poor
coal loading performance of the back drum. Thus, the front drum was the primary objective in this
study. Additionally, the effects of the drum position parameters and the thickness of the ranging
arm on the coal loading performance were predicted. The scraper-based shearer could select from
the following mining options: front drum to cut the roof, back drum to cut the bottom, front drum
to cut the bottom, and back drum to cut the roof (Figure 2). However, the floor-based shearer could
only use the front drum for cutting the bottom and the back drum for sweeping the roof. Hence, the
value of S could be negative or positive. By analyzing the parameters of the thin seam shearer and
the associated scraper conveyor equipment, which are made in China, the actual value of B is greater
than 450 mm. The G value is within 200 mm, and the L value is greater than 250 mm. To compare with
the test, the actual values of the simulation parameters were scaled down by a ratio of 1:2 based on
the similarity theory. In our simulations, Dc, cutting depth, vane diameter, and drum hub diameter
were 600, 530, 500 and 240 mm, respectively. The G value is 100 mm. The values of B were 275, 300,
325 and 350 mm. The values of S were ´120, ´60, 0, 60, 120 and 180 mm. The values of L were 150,
200, 250 and 300 mm. The height of the middle groove of the scraper conveyor is 120 mm. To achieve
the desired simulation results and reduce the simulation time, the ranging arm was simplified to a
combination of a closed cube and a closed cylinder, and the shovel board of the scraper conveyor and
the ledge were replaced by tilting tetrahedrons. The particles that moved to the right of the tilting
tetrahedrons were considered as loaded coal. A grey fixed wall of tilting tetrahedrons, which was
parallel to the ground, was set between the scraper conveyor and the coal wall. A certain height
had to be ensured to prevent particle accumulation at the scraper conveyor, which could worsen the
conveying performance. The simulation model is illustrated in Figure 5, where the particle diameter
is 30 mm, the particle friction factor is 0.8, the wall friction factor is 0.6, and the particle stiffness is
1 ˆ 104 N¨m. The statistical zone of the effective loaded particle is depicted in Figure 6, and the coal
loading rate was calculated based on the statistical particle mass.
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To investigate the conveying performance influenced by the height of the drum bottom S in
the middle groove of the scraper conveyor, the loading rate was simulated under different rotation
speed and pulling speed combinations. The S values were ´120, ´60, 0, 60, 120 and 180 mm. In the
simulations, B and L are 350 and 250 mm, respectively. Figure 7 demonstrates the simulation result
when the speed is 2 m/min and the rotation speed is 60 r/min.

As indicated in Figure 7, the number of yellow and blue particles was the highest, white particles
took second place, followed by red and green particles, and orange particles almost did not exist. It
was illustrated that the closer the particles were to the inner position, the more difficult it was to be
conveyed out. The accumulation surface was primarily composed of yellow particles, especially the
space between the scraper conveyor and the coal wall. This is because the coal wall was cut from
inside to outside by the pick, and the yellow particles were the closest to the shearer; thus, they were
the last ones to be cut and conveyed in each rotation of the drum. Additionally, a few of the particles
were ejected to the upside of the ranging arm, which was accorded with the practical results. Then,
the effectiveness of the DEM was verified again. However, there were no significant differences in
the number of loaded particles under the six different conditions (Figure 7). The key reason for this
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Table 1. Simulation statistical results for different S values.

Hauling
Speed (m/min)

Rotation
Speed (r/min)

Vane Helix
Angle (˝) S Value (mm) Particle Accumulation

Mass (kg)
Particle Loading

Rate (%)

2 60 21 ´120 14.34 23.73
2 60 21 ´60 13.98 22.55
2 60 21 0 12.28 20.13
2 60 21 60 12.44 20.41
2 60 21 120 15.38 26.23
2 60 21 180 15.247 26.17
2 90 21 ´120 14.97 24.45
2 90 21 ´60 13.66 22.57
2 90 21 0 12.55 20.60
2 90 21 60 14.43 24.02
2 90 21 120 16.67 28.45
2 90 21 180 16.58 28.28
2 90 15 ´120 13.35 22.00
2 90 15 ´60 11.83 19.33
2 120 15 ´120 17.55 29.01
2 120 15 ´60 16.01 27.13
2 120 15 0 16.78 28.24
2 120 15 60 16.67 27.86
2 120 15 120 19.05 31.31
2 120 15 180 19.34 31.77

The loading rate first increased and then decreased with an increase in S (Figure 8 and Table 1).
If S reached a certain value, the loading rate would remain constant. First, the L value was larger,
and most of the coal particles could not load in the statistical area with the action of the drum. Then,
they were accumulated in the region between the coal wall and the scraper conveyor, which was
known as the L area in the study. When S was ´120 mm, the motion traces of the ejection particles
were impeded by the accumulated particles and remained in the L area. At that point, there were no
obstacles on both sides of the L area, and the coal particles then accumulated naturally to a modest
peak. Because of the gravitational attraction, the particles slid on both positions. A portion of them
slid to the drum and moved again under the activity of the vane, and another part slid to the statistical
area, thus improving the coal loading rate.

Subsequently, with an increase in the relative height of the drum, the blockade effect on the
ejected particles was weakened. As the wall height on the left continually increased, the amount of
particles needed to be increased to reach the accumulated balance in the L area. Within a certain wall
height, the accumulated particles were intended to play a leading role, which reduced the amount of
particles in the loading area and led to a decrease in the loading rate.

Lastly, the blockade effect on the ejected particles continued to decrease as the S value increased.
Additionally, the accumulation angle gradually increased to a maximum, which illustrated that the
number of accumulated particles had reached a stable state. Thus, the quantity of particles that
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were loaded in the statistical area increased. The axial and tangential velocities of the particles after
coming in contact with the vane depended on the drum rotation and the vane helix angle [27]. In the
simulation, the vane helix angle and the drum rotation were 21˝ and 60 r/min, respectively, and the
particles' axial velocity and tangential velocity were 18.16 m/min and 22.45 m/min, respectively.
When the helix angle was 21˝ and the drum rotation was 90 r/min, the axial velocity and the
tangential velocity of the particles were 27.2 and 33.76 m/min, respectively. When the helix angle
decreased to 15˝ and the drum rotation increased to 120 r/min, the axial velocity and the tangential
velocity of the particles were 29.5 and 29.47 m/min, respectively. When the axial velocity reached
the above values, the particles were not directly loaded in the statistical area but in the L area, and
they were even ejected from the top of the drum. The loading rate was essentially the same when S
was 120 and 180 mm because the same number of particles was needed to balance the accumulation,
which caused the same amount of particles to be loaded into the loading area.
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As indicated in Figure 8, when the vane helix angle was 15˝ and the rotation speed was
120 r/min, the loading rate was greater than that when the vane helix angle was 21˝ and the rotation
speed was 90 r/min. This is primarily because the cutting depth used in the simulation was less than
the maximum theoretical value. Compared with the theoretical analysis, a smaller tangential velocity
and a larger axial velocity were obtained in the DEM simulation.

Additionally, when S ď 0 mm and the helix angle was 21˝, the loading rate was essentially the
same as when the rotation speed was 90 and 60 r/min. This result primarily occurred because the
movement of the particle output was blocked by the accumulated particles in the L area. Moreover,
the particles were ejected to both sides of the drum and accumulated behind the ranging arm.
Furthermore, these particles were stopped due to the larger thickness and lower height of the ranging
arm, thus they could not enter the L area, which resulted in the same loading rate as when S ď 0 mm.
However, when the S value continued to increase (S ě 0), the loading rate was greater when the
rotation speed was 90 r/min compared to when the rotation speed was 60 r/min. The distance
between the bottom surface of the L area and the ranging arm increased with an increase in the height
of the ranging arm, and this distance was larger than the height of the particles naturally accumulated
on the rear of the drum. There was a length of 100 mm between the coal wall and the ranging arm,
and a large number of particles, which belonged to the L area, entered this field. If the height of the
accumulated particles in this area exceeded the natural accumulation height, then the particles would
slide to the statistical areas; hence, the loading rate was greater when the rotation speed was 90 r/min
compared to that of 60 r/min.

It can be understood from the above research that the loading rate would be smaller without
considering the ranging arm and the distance L, when it exists. In the simulation, the loading rate
reached a minimum value when the drum bottom had the same height as that of the middle groove
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of the scraper conveyor. The coal loading was improved to a certain extent by increasing the S value
or the drum rotation speed on the premise that the cutting depth was smaller than the theoretical
upper limit value.

4.2. Effects of the Distance Between the Coal Wall and the Middle Groove of the Scraper Conveyor on the
Drum Coal Loading Performance

Based on the above research, due to the accumulated coal in the L area after being outputted from
the drum, the actual quantity of the coal loading decreased, and the following output performance
was blocked, thus negatively impacting the coal loading performance. This result indicates that it is
necessary to consider the influence of L on the coal loading rate in the design of the scraper conveyor
and the drum. Thus, the influence of L on the coal loading rate was simulated and analyzed using
the PFC3D software. In the simulations, S = 60 mm and B = 350 mm, and the L values were 150, 200,
250 and 300 mm where the rotation speed was 60 r/min and the pulling speed was 2 m/min. The
simulation results were obtained in 18 s.

In Figure 9, the loaded particles are mostly yellow, with a few white and red, which illustrated
that the inner particles were hard to output, even if the distance between the coal wall and the middle
groove of the scraper conveyor was varied. As seen from the accumulated particles figure, the surface
of the L area is covered in yellow. With an increase in the L value, the amount of particles loaded in the
statistical area clearly decreased. The simulation statistical results for different L values are provided
in Table 2, and the time was 18 s.
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Table 2. Simulation statistical results for different L values.
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Velocity in
X-Direction (m/s)

Particle Mean
Velocity in

Y-Direction (m/s)

Particle Mean
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Z-Direction (m/s)

Particle Accumulated
Mass (kg)

Particle Loading
Rate (%)
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The mean velocity in the Y and Z directions, the accumulated mass of the loaded particles, and
the loading rate decreased with an increase in the L value (Table 2). The mean velocity in the X
direction was less affected by the L value, and the trend was not obvious. The variation in the particle
mean velocity in the Y direction and the particle loading rate for different L values can be analyzed
based on Table 2, and the trend is illustrated in Figure 10. The particle loading rate decreased linearly
with a decrease in the L value. The relationship between the average velocity in the Y direction and
the L values had a similar trend; however, it was not an obvious linear trend compared with the
relationship between the loading rate and the L values, which is because the particles should pass
the L area first and then load in the statistical area. The movement in the Y direction was complex
due to the existing L area. Compared with the loading rate for an L value of 150 and 300 mm, it was
determined that the loading rate was significantly influenced by the distance between the coal wall
and the middle groove of the scraper conveyor, and the loading rate reduced 3% for a 10 mm increase
in the L value. Thus, the L value should be minimized in the design of the scraper conveyor and
the shearer.
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4.3. Effects of the Thickness of the Ranging Arm on the Drum Coal Loading Performance

The particle outputs could be blocked by the ranging arm, and the particles were more likely
to be blocked by a thicker ranging arm, which would cause a decrease in the loading rate. Thus,
the particle output of the drum was studied using the established simulation model for different
thicknesses of the ranging arm (275, 300, 325 and 350 mm) (Figure 11). In these simulations, S was
60 mm, and L was 260 mm. When the rotation speed was 60 r/min and the pulling speed was
2 m/min, the surface of the L area was primarily covered with yellow particles. When the thickness of
the ranging arm B was 275 and 300 mm, red, green, blue and white particles appeared in the statistical
area, and the red, green, and blue particles were evenly distributed. When B was 325 and 350 mm, the
particles in the statistical area were primarily yellow, with a few other colors. This result indicated
that the drum had a strong conveying capacity because the B was a smaller value. Furthermore, we
determined that the mean velocity in the Y direction and the loading rate exhibited a general tendency
to decrease with an increasing B value when the rotation speed was 60 r/min and the pulling speed
was 2 m/min (Table 3). The mean velocity in the X and Z directions had no significant relationship
with the thickness of the ranging arm. The variations in the particle Y direction mean velocity and the
particle loading rate for different B values are provided in Figure 12. From the fitted curves, the mean
velocity in the Y direction and the loading rate decreased as a quadratic function with an increase in
the B value, but there was a large difference between them. This result occurred because the L value
was greater in the simulation; thus, the particles could not be directly conveyed to the statistical area
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and entered the L area first. Along with the different blockages of the ranging arm, the change in
the mean velocity in the Y direction was complicated; however, it was similar to the trends of the
loading rate.Minerals 2015, 5, page–page 
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In previous studies, for a greater drum rotation speed, the ejection effect of the vane on the
particles was more evident. Additionally, in certain cases, for a higher position of the particles on the
exit of the drum, the blockage became worse with an increase in the thickness of the ranging arm.
To confirm this theory and study the influence of the thickness of the ranging arm on the loading
rate for different rotation speeds, an additional study was conducted using the DEM. The results are
provided in Table 4 and Figure 13, which illustrate that the loading rate decreased with an increase
in the thickness of the ranging arm. As indicated in Figure 13, the rate of decrease of the loading
rate was similar for 90 and 120 r/min, whereas the loading rate changed slightly for 60 r/min. If the
rotation speed was slower, the particles would slide to the L area directly along the ranging arm due
to the lower exit, smaller contact area with the ranging arm, and softer collision.

With the increase in the rotation speed, the exit velocity and the particle height increased as
well as the blockage area of the ranging arm on the particles. Thus, the loading rate considerably
decreased with the increase of the thickness of the ranging arm when the rotation speed was 90 and
120 r/min. Additionally, when the thickness of the ranging arm was small, the loading rate was
higher for a rotation speed of 120 r/min than that for 60 r/min. With an increase in the thickness
of the ranging arm, the resulting trend changes. In other words, the loading rate was lower for the
120 r/min rotation speed compared with the rotation speed of 60 r/min. Even when the rotation
speed was 120 r/min, the amount of particle output was lower than it was for 60 r/min. A few of the
particles could still pass the L area and load into the statistical area when the ranging arm was thinner,
which was caused by the higher output speed. The loading rate clearly decreased with an increase in
the thickness of the ranging arm because the blockage of the ranging arm became significant.

Table 4. Influence of the thickness of the ranging arm on the particle loading rate for different
rotation speeds.

Hauling
Speed (m/min)

Rotation
Speed (r/min)

Vane Helix
Angle (˝) B Value (mm) Particle Accumulated

Mass (kg)
Particle Loading

Rate (%)

2 60 21 275 14.41 20.88
2 60 21 300 13.30 19.04
2 60 21 325 10.95 18.78
2 60 21 350 10.84 18.23
2 90 21 275 20.10 33.16
2 90 21 300 17.82 30.27
2 90 21 325 16.01 25.98
2 90 21 350 14.12 23.92
2 120 21 275 13.60 23.04
2 120 21 300 11.21 18.86
2 120 21 325 9.79 16.11
2 120 21 350 8.44 13.73
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It can be concluded from the above analysis that the loading rate decreased with an increase
in the thickness of the ranging arm within a small range when a lower rotation speed was used.
Furthermore, the loading rate was significantly influenced by the thickness of the ranging arm when
a higher rotation speed was used, especially when significant ejecting occurred. Thus, the thickness
of the ranging arm should be reduced as much as possible in the design of the shearer.

5. Conclusions

Based on the structural characteristics and the working environment of thin coal seam shearers,
the simulation model of an operational thin coal seam shearer ranging arm was established. The drum
coal loading processes for different drum position parameters and different ranging arm thicknesses
were simulated. Additionally, the effects of the related parameters on the coal loading performance
of the shearer drum were obtained. The influence of the relative height between the drum and the
scraper on the coal loading performance of the shearer drum was investigated. The results indicate
that when the height of the drum bottom is consistent with the scraper, the drum coal loading
performance is the worst; thus, the loading performance of the shearer drum can be increased by
decreasing or increasing the drum height. An investigation on the effects of the distance between
the coal wall and a scraper on the coal loading performance of the shearer drum was conducted. The
results indicate that the distance is the most significant factor that affects the coal loading performance
of the shearer drum, and the coal loading performance decreases linearly with an increase in the
distance. Furthermore, our study indicates that the effects of the thickness of the ranging arm on the
low-speed drum coal loading rate are not apparent, whereas the effects of the thickness of the ranging
arm on the high-speed drum coal loading rate are evident. In summary, the current study provides
a reference for improving the coal loading rate from the aspects of shearer structural design, mining
technology selection, and scraper structural design.
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